BELA LYON PRATT, BOSTON SCULPTOR, AT WORK IN HIS STUDIO ON A COLOSSAL STATUE FOR THE CITY OF CHICAGO.

(M PHOTO BY CENTRAL NEWS PHOTO SERVICE.)

MME. SLAVKO GROUITCH, Wife of the Serbian Premier, Who Recently Posed for Anna Coleman Ladd, Sculptor, for a Bust Embodying in Bronze the "Spirit of Serbia."[Photo by Campbell Studios.]


(M PHOTO BY CENTRAL NEWS PHOTO SERVICE.)

MRS. LADD PUTTING THE FINAL TOUCHES ON THE ALLEGORICAL STATUE OF THE "SPIRIT OF SERBIA," FOR WHICH MME. GROUITCH POSED.

MME. VICTOR HORTA, Wife of the Director of the Belgian Royal School of Fine Arts, Who Has Just Organized in New York the American Aid for Homeless Belgian Children.
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LILLIAN GISH IN A SCENE FROM THE NEW TRIANGLE SCREEN PLAY, "THE HOUSE BUILT UPON SAND."